[Distribution of F13A01, FESFPS and vWA loci in ten minority populations in Yunnan of China].
The short tandem repeats (STR) is a kind of DNA sequence formed repeatedly and connectively subjected to a core unit of several base pairs. The non-interfered multi-PCR was applied with 3 loci in the same reaction system. By using the technique of denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and silver stain, the allele frequencies distributions of 3 loci: F13A01, FESFPS and vWA in 10 minority populations only resided in Yunnan Province: Bai, Dai, Achang, Jingpo, Deang, Lahu, Bulang, Hani, Pumi and Jino. A satisfactory result was obtained and some significant genetic differences were noticed in different populations.